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“Life is no brief candle to me. It’s a 

sort of splendid torch which I’ve got to 

hold up for the moment and I want to 

make it burn as brightly as possible 

before handing it on to future 

generations.”- George Bernard Shaw. 

Passion is nothing but a strong sense of 

purpose which makes an 

achiever determined 

about every action that is 

in hand. It is that energy 

which propels you like no other force. Passion, like love, intensifies 

your desire to achieve your ideal. It can be rightly called the fuel of 

success. High sensitivity to the purpose triggers high level of 

motivation keeping a person undeterred by failures. The entire cycle 

of action in the pursuit of goals keeps him/ her highly motivate, 

synergized and involved.  

Hence, I congratulate all the parents and students, who participated 

in the adventurous camp. Such passion in students enhances one’s 

ability to conquer fear, take risks and overcome fatigue. Life without 

passion is a life without meaning. 

"We are really gratified and ebullient to 

acclaim that we at St. Joseph's Higher 

Secondary School are ready with our new 

edition of 'The Quest' which has served as a 

great platform to vent out students' passion for 

writing creatively till now. Taking out this 

magazine required the relentless efforts of 

students and staff to which everyone was and 

will be fervent in future. 'The Quest' is an attempt to unmask the 

hidden talent from the prospective minds of our students to perceive, 

observe and explore the best out of them. Till now, we have been 

successful in shaping the talent by voicing their feelings through 

writing and by conducting debates and discussions.  

“Life is either a daring adventure or 

nothing at all.” – Helen Keller 

Editorial 

From the Principal Desk 



 
The highlight of this issue is the Day Adventure Summer 

Camp 2017 and the SJS office staff - the liaison for all PRO functions 
of the school  and  its administration. 

We at SJS acknowledge the efforts put together by all the 
stakeholders including our students and teachers in making of 'The 
Quest' . 

The entire team of 'The Quest' wishes all its readers a happy 
reading! 

 

 

 

It would be unfair  on the part of the Quest board , not to give 

due importance to the  personnel working round the clock on 

matters  involving the schools day to day running.  It’s not 

everybody’s cup of tea to handle various temperaments flowing on 

the counters of the school office on a regular basis. It’s demanding, 

yet firmness of certain matters can’t be done away with.  Besides, 

flexibility can bring down the temper heat to an agreeable limit. Such 

is the coordination of this little folk, fraternity, operational 

effectively  though being unnoticed.  

The ‘Quest’ through this  insufficiently pint-sized gesture 

acknowledges the tireless efforts  for 365 days made by you all.  

Whether awake or asleep, holiday or not, you are the heart beats of  

SJS . 

Sir Zargar,   Mr. Mushtaq, Mr. Ashiq, Mr.Robin, Mr. Shanto, 

Mr. Jerin, Mr. Baby.. The ‘’Quest’’ is  in awe of  your service.   

 

Office Staff – The  

backbone of SJS  An Excerpt ) 

St. Joseph’s School takes 

pride in having a dedicated, 

hardworking team –squad of men 

as its office staff. They function as a 

liaison between the parents , 

teachers and the administration of SJS. Summer or winter, hail or 

shine, they are always there- providing information, other required 

documents to the concerned persons, keeping meticulous records, 

Time cum office management of SJS 

A. views of Deputies Boy/Girl) 

ELITE CORNER 

 



 
maintaining computerized data on matters like students fees, staff 

salaries,  and much more.  

 

They play a key role in organizing and executing the school, staff 

or students’ events and activities with thorough concentration and 

application, giving them a smooth touch to reach the desired end.  

 

The crew has all the ingredients to call it a team ;      Mr. Mushtaq 

Mir -the all rounder, Mr. Shanto Thomas- the children’s cheerful 

favourite, Mr. Robin- a gentle person  & always  with a smile  on his  

face, Mr. Jerin- sports all rounder, though lean and lanky, Mr. Ashiq- 

cheerful  and humble and  Mr. Zargar- who shares his wisdom with 

his juniors.  

 

SJS is indeed proud of you and your service.    

 

 

 

1)  General Knowledge quiz 2017  

A galaxy of intellectual learners 
from various schools of Baramulla 
district participated in a unique 
and the first of its kind, quiz 
contest “Intelligentsia – 2017” 
at St. Joseph’s Higher Secondary 
School Baramulla. The Director of 
Peaks Auto Ltd. Mr. Jernail Singh 

was the chief guest of the programme besides Mr. Umar Operational 
Head Peaks Auto Ltd., the CEO Baramulla and the Commanding 
Officer CRPF. The event witnessed an active participation of a total 
of 12 key schools from district Baramulla with St. Joseph’s Higher 
Secondary School, Baramulla emerging as the winner and SRM 
Welkin, Sopore as the runners up. The quiz was a milestone and is 
expected to be a trendsetter for many such tech savvy programmes 
in future   
 
 
 
 
 

CAMPUS CORNER 

 



 

2) Inter –school volleyball tourney : The school was  plump for as the 

apposite, apt place to host the Inter- 

School Volley ball tourney  

organized by the Baramulla  

District Police      Administration. 

The participation of all the schools 

within the bounds and limits of the 

Baramulla district was sensational. 

It was a pleasure to see youngsters 

mingling and jingling with each other on the volleyball court to make 

their presence felt. On the penultimate day the Police administration 

recognized the value of sports in the life of younger folk to mould their 

life.  In the end, the Boys Higher Secondary school Baramulla,  lifted 

the trophy and SJS  was  the proud host and runners up at the same 

time. Three Cheers for SJS! 

2) Friendly sports gestures: 

We have miles to walk together and tonnes of mounds to cross over 

to reach the goal. However a small step, although staggeringly, can 

build confidence in self. This was the message and target  when the 

school engaged itself and organized friendly matches with the 

neighbouring schools and clubs on the  cricket pitch and football  

ground.  SJS came out to be a winner through  right ,spot on social  

contacts  for the days ahead to come. SJS  motto ‘’manners maketh 

man’’  be always  in action  for days to come. 

 

 

The school is on the verge of completing a term. It has efficaciously , 

effectively and productively achieved its desired goal. It has made 

teachers as well as students move parallel to each in the field of 

academics, sports and even co curricular activities. Though the 

percentage of thinking  outside  the box in educational area has been 

average, yet  dilly-dally, dawdling  moves gave tremendous 

satisfaction to the school at large. The entry of fresh air into the open 

and ventilated minds have seen  a silver lining in academics  for their 

wards in SJS. Hip… hip.. Hurray  SJS. 

 

ACADEMIC FOLIO 

 

 

 

 



 

It’s the long awaited dream of many generations passed out from SJS  

being realized in 2017. The alumni see themselves through their 

wards, children as being a lineage , heritage of SJS. Thus to enlarge 

the SJS family  in leaps and bounds this new building will be a mileage 

stone. May God bless the work in progress at SJS. 

 

 A  band of students from classes 7 and 8  participated in the NCC 

camp held at Nagrotta Jammu.  It was  a refresher course based on 

the syllabus done earlier during such trainings. Activities like boat  

rowing, oaring, ,weaponry, sentry duty for anytime of the day or night  

for a given time,  etc. The aim is to update them on the latest 

techniques, instructions  and keep the cadets equipped in basic 

survivals skills and emergencies.  Reward and penalty are also part of 

training in a broader vision.  

 

 The sporting teenagers 

namely Fiza  Fayaz , Taiba Nissar (11 

G), Muzamil,  Rishub  (11 Y), Tabiya 

Firdous       ( 8G)  Vaaniya  ( 7 G)  

Youhanna (11Y) and Amaan  Ullah      ( 

11G)  made the school resound with 

cheers and whispers of joys as they 

emerged as first round winners U/19, U/14  in badminton and table 

tennis tourneys conducted by the Directorate of Youth Sports, J & K . 

With the journey being tough ahead, this youthful and enthusiastic 

clique is determined to make the SJS vibes felt in other parts of the 

country.  Be focused as 90% of the goal is achieved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 NEW BUILDING FOUNDATION LAID 

MOMENTS OF CHEERS 

NCC CAMP REPORT 

 



 

 

 

St. Joseph’s 

Baramulla  has always 

been a trend setter for 

new endeavors in spite of 

the foreseen hazards. 

After a lot of deliberation 

and planning ,this year’s 

day adventure summer 

camp 2017 took place  

after a gap of two years. It  

was inaugurated by SSP 

Baramulla,  Jenab Imtiyaz  

Hussain Mir on 28th June, 2017. The lodging and boarding of the 

students was not in the tents but their own class rooms with an 

exposure to nature by trekking. The uniqueness of this camp lay in 

the exciting activities,  explorations  done through the able guidance 

of a  qualified team. Hot air ballooning, commando training, gliding 

were some of the activities done during these days.   

The camp fire with music, dance and other cultural activities 

gave a right and proper, apposite finishing touch to each particular 

group that participated in this camp. 

The domino effect led to the   building of self confidence, team 

spirit, triggering of mind, and a group feeling  of the colleagues.  This 

day adventure camp has trained 700 students and 100 staff.  

 

Coming together is  determination, 

Spending moments and memorable ones, is a poignant 

heart feeling affection, 

Parting away imprints desires to come back together again  

one day.-This is a resolution. 

 

These were the sentiments of each trekker, camp participant and the 

organizers at the end of  each group. 

SJS  a fad to be looked for, for  new enterprises forward.. Well done. 

bravo  

 

 

Inaugration of In-Campus Summer Camp 2017  

                     DAY ADVENTURE SUMMER CAMP 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

It’s hard to accept it when it does  happen,  but  it is required every 

moment  so long as you keep breathing. It’s painful yet when its 

results are acquiesced one becomes  aware of the latent  potentials 

hidden in. 

All the revolutions, 

innovations and steps taken by 

varied persons at diverse 

stagnant moments expose that  

with change life takes a 

dramatic turn. The  tremors and  throbs of 

change from individual lives are felt by the society and the world at  

large.  Such is a picture of change I perceive during the academic 

session 2016-2017. 

Academic level :  Many noticeable changes are seen during this 

academic session at studies level. Interesting and hard working 

schedule in class and  during exams. The move from the comfort zone 

to hard working and self- study, the realignment from spoon feeding, 

drilling even till late at night to self -preparation and  real education, 

the shift from tuition , tutoring to self-reading and jotting down notes 

are some of the insights drawn from 4 Weekly revision assessments 

and a Terminal examination. Initially the students , parents and the  

teaching staff  gave a ‘’ be careful tone ‘’ to a change in academic 

evaluations. The feed back of the parents and the long years  of 

teaching in educational fields made it as an arduous task. Gradually 

as  the interest and the like minds began working towards change, the 

move picked up pace. Its vibes were felt by the parents and their 

wards. The weaker students are  giving their best  and the outcome of 

their results is tremendous.  As one Term of this academic session 

ends the results of change are mind disturbing yet decision making 

strides for the students, the  parents, the teachers  and the school 

management at large. As each student is unique, so is the student’s 

performance in academic evaluations. The parents instead of 

comparing their wards achievements with others should motivate the 

child to do better as the academic year progresses.  

New innovative methods of teaching learning process have 

been made executed and evaluated by the modern educationists in 

                     THROUGH THE “PRISM OF CHANGE” 

       A retrospection  by a  Rookie, Sir Tariq, and Supreet Kour Sr. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
our temple of learning where more emphasis is given on moral 

capital  and social capital. In order to achieve  success in the current 

contemporary globalized world where merit is valued, we thought 

of changing the conventional methodology of examination and  tried 

to imbue  new and  innovative methods of examination , by which 

we tried to get the best of the students and which laid more emphasis 

on creativity rather than on mugging up the book. 

 Students are going to benefit from this brilliant 

methodology. It would instill in them the quality of creativity and 

inquisition the communication skills, their articulation and their 

practicability would be harnessed. Their hidden talents would be 

chiseled. By these new innovative methods of examination they  

would start working harder and harder ushering a great change  in 

the history of SJS.  Students willl be able to crack any examination 

of any national and global level in future. Their learning capacities 

will be increased. The main aim of change in examination pattern is 

to prepare the students for global level competition. So it is a great 

transition indeed and would result in a silent revolution.  

Extra - curricular activities level:  Educational philosophy 

states the importance of teaching students to be life long learners. 

There is much more to education than classrooms and textbooks. 

Extra curricular activities can provide opportunities for students to 

express themselves in activities and areas depending on their 

interests, skills and talents. It also teaches students to work as a "unit" 

and be team players.  

A balanced schedule is maintained both with studies and 

other activities. Ample opportunities are thrown open for the 

students to depict and highlight their talents through sundry 

competitions held in the school campus. The motley of contest is to 

have a correlation to their  studies in general. The participation of the 

students is active and total.  

Sports level:  There is no dearth of sports talent nor space required 

to put this talent into practice in this institution. Students have 

brought lauds and laurels for their Alma Mater on the sports arena. 

This institution was the stadia where the district level volleyball 

tournament and football  both for boys and girls were held.  The 

school ventured into having friendly matches with other schools to 

bond the relations. This institution provides an onset for a firm search 

and the development of each individual sports talent   for years ahead. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IN-CAMPUS SUMMER CAMP 2017 HIGHLIGHTS 

 

 

 

 

Day 1 

 

 

 

 

                  PHOTO GALLERY 

 

 

GK Quiz Contest “INTELLIGENTSIA “17 

 

 

 

 



 

Inauguration Day 

 

 

 

 

Trekking Day 

 

 

 

 

Trekking Spots 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flying Fox 

In-Campus Summer Camp 2017 Activities 

 

 

 

 

Camp Fire 
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